
was total diary intake (p > 0.18). On the contrary, non-linear J-
shaped curves were observed for the association of partially
skimmed milk intake with all-cause and cancer mortality (p
value for total and non-linear association=0.0072 and 0.035,
and 0.097 and 0.049, respectively; magnitude of the relative
reduction =16% and 18% at nadir of 128 and 114 g/d,
respectively). A linear association between partially skimmed
milk intake and CVD mortality was observed (p for association
=0.047; p for non-linearity= 0.41), with HR = 0.82 (95%CI:
0.68-0.98) at 125 g/d and a window of statistically significant
protection ranging from 100 to 250 g/d.
Conclusions:
In a large Mediterranean population of adults, consumption of
1 standard cup of partially skimmed milk was associated with
lower all-cause, cancer and CVD mortality. Other dairy
sources were not associated with mortality.
Key messages:
� In a large Mediterranean population, total dairy intake did

not predict mortality.
� Daily consumption of 1 standard cup of partially skimmed

milk lowers the risk of all-cause, cardiovascular and cancer
mortality.

Changes in the prevalence of MetS and its
components between 2011 and 2018 in the Roma
Population
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Background:
Metabolic syndrome (MetS) is a worldwide problem with
severe health consequences, which are further exacerbated by
the current COVID-19 pandemic. In this study, we examine
the changes in the prevalence of MetS and its components
among the Roma (one of the most vulnerable ethnic group in
Europe) in two disadvantaged counties of North-eastern
Hungary in the period between 2011 and 2018.
Methods:
Two health examination surveys were performed in the
Hungarian Roma population aged 20-64 years in 2011
(n = 458) and in 2018 (n = 374). The data from these surveys
were used to examine how the prevalence of MetS and its
components and the prevalence of relevant preventive
medication changed during the study period.
Results:
The increase in the prevalence of MetS itself in the whole Roma
population was not found to be significant in the period examined
(although it increased from 40.0% up to 46.0%, p = 0.080);
however, there was a significant increase in the prevalence of
central obesity (from 62.7% to 73.3%, p = 0.001) and raised blood
pressure (BP) or treated hypertension (from 45.2% to 54.5%,
p = 0.007). These changes were mainly observed in the younger
age groups, so the risk for MetS increased significantly in the 20-
34 (OR = 1.10, p = 0.038) and 35-49 (OR = 1.07, p = 0.048) year-
old groups in the 2018 study population compared to the 2011
one. A favourable non-significant decrease was observed in the
prevalence of raised fasting plasma glucose concentration (from
29.0% to 24.1%, p = 0.107) and reduced HDL-C levels (from
60.3% to 55.6%) over the study period.
Conclusions:
The increasing prevalence of hidden hypertension and,
consequently, the number of untreated individuals with
raised BP (from 29.6% to 43.5%, p = 0.014) among women
is quite alarming; therefore, a targeted public health strategy
and targeted interventions are desperately needed to prevent
further worsening of the current situation.

Key messages:
� Among Roma women, the prevalence of hidden hyperten-

sion and, consequently, of elevated blood pressure increased
significantly over the study period.
� Stopping the increasing trend of MetS would require

interventions which focus on the increasing prevalence of
central obesity and hypertension in the Roma population.

Comparison of all-cause mortality in England with
Europe and the USA: January 2020 to February 2021
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Background:
Assessing mortality during the COVID-19 pandemic is vital for
informing public health strategies and policy decision making.
All-cause excess mortality provides an objective measure of the
impact of the pandemic including both the direct and indirect
effects. Our study considers the burden of mortality in the UK,
Europe and the USA. We examine variation between countries,
by age and sex. We explore the extent to which this variation is
associated with COVID-19 case rates and other population
characteristics.
Methods:
The study is a secondary analysis of routine administrative
population and mortality data. Weekly death occurrences and
population estimates were obtained from Eurostat and
national statistical agencies. Contextual information on
COVID-19 case rates, population-level risk factors and
healthcare were obtained from various open-source databases.
Weekly age-standardised mortality rates (ASMRs) were
calculated and presented relative to a baseline average from
the preceding 5-year period. Relative cumulative (rc) ASMRs
were then calculated to provide a comparable assessment of
excess mortality at a point in time.
Results:
Preliminary results show that, by end of the analysis period,
England had an overall rcASMR of 10.09%. Higher excess
mortality was identified for some countries (eg USA 14.58%)
and lower - even below average mortality - for others (eg
Norway -6.8%). Under 65 rcASMR showed substantial
variation between countries. Cumulative COVID-19 case
rates showed a moderate effect size (R2 = 0.51) when used
to explain the proportion of variation observed between
rcASMRs. Other population factors showed a smaller effect.
Conclusions:
The burden of mortality experienced between countries and
populations over the COVID-19 pandemic period has shown
significant variation. Factors which may have contributed to
the position of some countries should be further explored in
order to inform ongoing management of Covid-19 and future
pandemic events.
Key messages:
� Significant variation in all-cause excess mortality has been

identified across the COVID-19 pandemic period between
nations and particularly in younger age groups.
� COVID-19 case rates are associated with relative cumulative

all-cause excess mortality among the nations assessed.

Health of older people in places and work-related
outcomes: are all health indicators equal?
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Background:
Health has been posited as an explanation for why older people
who live in more disadvantaged areas have worse work-related
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